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ABSTRACT
Relative gravity values were established for 308 stations in the 
southern part of the Deer Lodge Valley, Montana. Three east-west cross- 
sections were calculated using a graticule to convert corrected gravity 
profiles to depth of valley fill, and a residual gravity map, showing the 
valley fill anomaly, was constructed for part of the area.
The results indicate minimum depths of fill of more than 5500 
feet in the deepest, southern part of the valley, decreasing to the 
north to approximately 2300 feet near the town of Deer Lodge.
There is a major north-south striking fault along the foot of the 
mountains on the east side of the valley. A smaller fault along the 
western side of the valley, south of the known Powell Fault is also 
indicated.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope of Present Study 
The purpose of the present study was to determine by gravita­
tional methods the approximate depths of valley fill and if possible 
to locate subsurface faults in the southern part of the Deer Lodge 
Valley of Montana*
In the fall of I960, relative gravity values were observed for 
308 stations in the southern part of the valley.
A residual gravity map showing the valley fill anomaly was con­
structed for the part of the valley having a sufficient station density 
(see Plate l), and three east-west cross-sections were calculated show­
ing depths in feet to basement (see Plate 2),
Location and Accessibility 
The Deer Lodge Valley heads on the western slope of the Conti­
nental Divide near Butte, Montana, latitude 46^00* North, longitude 
112°30* West* The valley trends to the north to Garrison, Montana*
Highway U.S. lOS runs through the valley and there is an excel­
lent system of secondary roads. Except for the extremities of line B-B*, 
which lie in the hills above the valley, all of the stations are acces­
sible throughout the year*
Previous Work
Pardee (1950, 1951) and Alden (1953) discuss the physiography
1
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and geologic history of Western Montana. Konizeski (1957, 19&1, 1962) 
has mapped the surface geology in the area with Wiich this study is 
concerned.
Previous geophysical work in the valley has been limited to 
regional studies with particular emphasis on interpretation of the in­
trusive bodies of the area (Biehler and Bonini, in press; Renie, 1965)*
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Figure 2. View westward along A-A*
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 
Instrumentation
A total of 537 readings was made between October 11 and 23, I960 
with World Wide Instruments gravimeter number 34* This was a portable, 
temperature compensated gravity meter with a constant of 0,09608 milli- 
gals per scale division.
Additional ties (24 readings) were made on June 13 and 15, 1961 
with Worden meter number 424, a meter similar to the World Wide instru­
ment, Constant of the Worden meter was 0.0826(7) milligals per scale 
division.
The elevations necessary to correct the gravity readings to usa­
ble values were established with an engineer's level for those stations 
prefixed by G by Mr, Gale McMurtrey of the United States Geological Sur­
vey. The remainder were obtained by the author with transit using stadia 
distances and vertical angles. In no place did the vertical closure ex­
ceed three feet, and the elevations are believed to be generally accurate 
to the nearest foot.
Procedure
Meter drift and tidal corrections were made for all stations by 
rereading a previously read station at intervals of approximately one 
hour and applying the correction interpolatively to the intervening 
stations,
5
Figure 3. View westward along B-B*
The observed gravity values were reduced to a base level of 
4391*29 feeto^ Latitude corrections were applied to reduce all values to 
a base of 46^ N. Latitude. The corrections were made as described by 
Nettleton (1940, p. 41-58). An arbitrarily assumed density of 2,5 g per 
cm^ was used in computing terrain and Bouguer corrections.
Terrain corrections were calculated using tables published by 
Hammer (1939) for twenty eight stations throughout the area and inter­
polated values were applied to all other stations.
The regional gravitational gradient, as determined by gravity 
differences of stations on bedrock, was found to be representable as a 
smooth surface sloping to the southwest. This surface was contoured 
between the maximum and minimum bedrock readings and superimposed on 
the overall gravity map. The appropriate value was then subtracted from 
each station with a value above the minimum, thus reducing all bedrock 
stations to a common, minimum value and leaving a residual gravity map 
showing only the anomaly caused by varying depths of valley fill. The 
resulting contours were compared to a regional map prepared by Biehler 
and Bonini (in press) and found to be in harmony with it.
The maximum regional correction for the entire area was 29.9 
milligals; however, the maximum correction for the area covered by the 
map (Plate 1) was only 13.7 milligals. This correction is the limiting
^This is the elevation of a station located in the northern part 
of the valley near Garrison. It was chosen for base level because it 
was at the lowest elevation of any station observed in connection with 
this study. This station and thirty others in the same area were 
omitted from the present study because of complications introduced by 
large extrusions of andésite.
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Figure 4. View westward along C-C’
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one for the precision of the final values, and is believed to be suffi­
ciently accurate to justify the one milligal contour interval,
A residual gravity map with a contour interval of one milligal 
was prepared for that portion of the study area with a station density 
sufficient to justify the contour interval (see Plate 1),
Stations used in the calculations of the cross-sections were 
established at roughly quarter-mile intervals. These lines were located 
to afford accessibility and avoid complicating terrain features (see 
Figs* 2, 3, 4)«
The cross-sections were calculated with a graticule, as des­
cribed by Nettleton (1940, P» 115) to convert corrected gravity read­
ings to depth (in feet) to basement (see Plate 2), For this purpose a 
density contrast of 0.6 g per cm^ between the valley fill and the more 
dense basement rock was assumed. This value is higher than 0.4 g per cm3 
which was used in recent studies of nearby, presumably similar valleys 
(Kinoshita, et al., 1964, P» 2, 3; 1965, P= 2, 3s Davis et al, 1963, 
p. 2, 3; 1965, p, 2, 3; 1965, p, 2, 3). The contrast used in this 
study is, therefore, probably a maximum value and the calculated depths 
of valley fill may be regarded as minimum values.
GEOLOGY 
Geologic Setting
The Deer Lodge Valley is bounded on the east by the western slope 
of the Continental Divide. The rugged Flint Greek Range bounds the val­
ley on the west. The valley is about ten miles wide and nearly thirty 
two miles long.
The highest point in the mountains to the east is &592 feet, 
while in the Flint Greek Range the maximum altitude is 10,171 feet.
Valley floor altitudes decrease from about 15100 feet at Gregson 
Hot Springs at the southern end of the valley to about 4300 feet at 
Garrison near the northern mouth.
There are extensive flows of andésite at both ends and along the 
eastern side of the valley.
The valley topography is dominated by two terrace levels. Some­
what dissected, high terraces dip toward the river more gently than the 
slopes in the mountains and end in abrupt scarps above the lower terraces 
vdiich slope gently toward the Clark Fork, (Konizeski, 1962, p. 7, 8; 
Robertson, 1953, p« 5)«
Geologic History
The age of the intrusions forming the fringing mountains is post­
middle Late Cretaceous and pre-early Oligocene, (Chapman, et al. 1955, 
p. 607)0
10
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Because the age of the bathyliths surrounding the valley is ob­
scure the origin of the basin is likewise uncertain.
It is, however, a reasonable assumption that the valley origi­
nated as a shallow topographic low genetically related to bathylithic 
intrusion and doming of the regional Precambrian and Mezozoic country 
rocks (Konizeski, 1965, P» 14).
A summary of the Cenozoic history according to Konizeski (1962, 
p, 11) is as follows:
lo Eocene and Oligocene: Tectonic origin of valley, probably
accomplished mostly by block faulting accompanied and followed by extru­
sion of local lavas and deposition of gravel, sand, silt and clay; maxi­
mum cross-valley relief,
2„ Miocene: Gradual reduction of relief; accumulation of fine
grain deposits and, finally, re-emphasis of tectonic activity,
3o Pliocene: Increased relief accomplished by block faulting,
4o Pleistocene and Recent : Entrenchment of drainage system;
glaciation of Flint Greek Range; development of modern topography.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Plate 1 shows a rapid gravity decrease along the sides and 
southern end of the valley. The values in the central part of the valley 
are comparatively constant. Low contour values in the vicinty of the 
bedrock contact near the southwest corner of T 5 N, R 10 W are explained 
by the presence of low density volcanic tuffs (R, L, Konizeski, personal 
communication).
The most outstanding feature common to all three sections (see
Plate 2) is a sudden, large break in slope at the eastern end. This is
almost certainly a major fault running along the foot of the mountains
to the east. This fault is probably a continuation of, and is verified
by, a large fault which is known to exist along the east side of Deer 
Lodge Pass south of Silver Bow, (Pardee, 1950, p. 3S8),
There is also definite indication of a smaller fault on the
western end of Section A-A*, which is confirmed, if not as strikingly, by 
Section B-B* to the north. The, magnitude of the break probably pre­
cludes the possibility of a terrace in the case of the southern section. 
In addition, the sharpness of the subsurface features and the depth to 
basement would seem to indicate that filling must have proceeded at a
sufficiently rapid rate to prevent the formation of such an erosional
feature.
The Powell Fault (Mutch, 19&1) is known to run into the valley 
between lines B-B* and C-C* and bend northward along the foot of the
12
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Flint Creek Mountains to the west (Konizeski, personal communication). 
Unfortunately the northern line was terminated before crossing it.
It has been asserted that the Deer Lodge Valley is one of the 
few valleys of western Montana which was formed primarily by warping 
rather than faulting (Pardee, 1950> p. 402). In the opinion of the 
present author, this is not the case.
A more ambiguous feature of the three sections is the humping in 
the middle of the valley. This may be attributed to faulting of the 
valley floor or to erosion. However, in the opinion of the author, this 
feature is much more likely caused by lava flows along the center of the 
valley. A flow of lava, or a series of interbedded flows, of lesser 
magnitude than the indicated humping, but closer to the surface, could 
result in a calculated valley floor exactly as shown by the sections.
The presence of andésite flows both to the north and to the south of the 
valley indicates the likelihood of this explanation. The tight contours 
in the vicinity of section 21, T 4 N, R 10 W are caused by the nose of 
such a flow.
The depths of valley fill shown by lines B-B’ and C-C are con­
firmed at least in part by Montana Power Company test well (State 1-1-22), 
This well, located in Sec. 22, T 7 N, R 9 W, is approximately 4.25 miles 
due north of station 13 in line B-B' and 3 miles south of an extension 
of line C-C’. The well bottomed in tuff (?) without reaching basement 
at 2,536 feet (Konizeski, I965, p. 12).
SUMMARY
There is a major fault along the eastern side of the valley and, 
probably, a smaller one along the western side» These faults indicate 
a tectonic origin of the Deer Lodge Valley similar to that of most other 
intermountain valleys in western Montana. The maximum depth of fill is 
in excess of 5500 feet and occurs to the east of Anaconda. The depth of 
fill decreases to the north.
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TABLE OF GRAVITY VALUES AND CORRECTIONS FOR 
RESIDUAL GRAVITY MAP OF THE SOUTHERN DEER. LODGE VALLEY
State Raw Free Air Late Terrain Reg. ResidualNOo Eleve Gravity & Boug. 
Corr.
Corr. Corr. Corr. Gravity
1 4756e54 864,48 22.70 24,95 1,01 11,25 52.1%2 4772026 864,10 23,68 24,95 ,983 10.91 52.93 4782.20 863,68 24,30 24,95 ,97 10.79 53,2
4 4795,58 863,27 25,13 24,95 ,96 10.65 53,8
5 4808.15 863,08 25,91 24,95 ,95 10.50 54,56 4819,28 863,00 26.60 24,95 ,94 10.31 55,3
7 4826.25 862.53 27,04 24,68 ,92 10.15 55,7g 4844 o 46 862.31 28.17 24,68 ,91 9,93 56.8
9 4857,47 862.68 28.98 24,68 .900 9,80 58.1
USFS
DLIO 4884,90 860.56 30.68 24,68 .95 9,56 58.0
13 4904,10 858.84 31,88 24,66 1.01 9,40 57,7
14 4918.01 857,46 32,74 24,66 1.07 9.30 57,3
15 4935.03 855,98 33,80 24,70 1.12 9,10 57,1
16 4957,55 854,52 35,19 24,75 1.18 8.98 57,2
17 5004,45 851,89 38.11 24,85 1.24 8.86 57,5
18 5062.90 848.89 41,75 24,95 1.29 8.75 58,2
USFS
DL 9 5063,37 850.24 41,78 24,95 1,35 8.58 59,8
20 5077,55 849,99 42.66 24,95 1.40 8.45 60.6
21 5114,37 847,85 44,95 24,95 1,46 8.30 61.1
22 5183,64 844,54 49,25 24,95 1.52 8.00 62.4
23 5304,66 839,06 56,78 24,95 1.58 8.16 64,3
24 5408.71 832.96 63,24 24,90 1.63 7,88 65.1
25 5533,45 825,80 71,00 25,00 1.69 7,77 65,7
28 5766.83 813,05 85,50 25,47 2.03 7,75 67,4
29 5805,80 812.01 87,94 25,82 2.38 7,75 68.8
30 6047,89 799,50 102.97 26.09 2.72 7,73 71,4
31 6275,62 786.31 117,13 26.31 3,08 7,70 72.5
32 6492.86 773,59 130.63 26.70 3,41 7,80 73,1
33 6660.08 763,33 141,03 26.83 3,76 7.75 73,5
34 6757,88 758.84 147,12 27,07 4,10 7,80 75,2
35 4749,17 864,50 22.25 24,95 1.01 11.25 51,6
36 4733,06 864,82 21.24 24,95 1.02 11,40 50.7
37 4723,36 865,20 20.64 25,00 1,03 11,51 50.4
38 4713,86 865,73 20.05 24,95 1.04 11.65 50,2
39 4704,26 866.58 19,45 25,03 1.06 11.81 50.3
40 4694,86 867,49 18.87 25,12 1.07 12.10 50.2
41 4690,46 868.54 18.60 25,22 1.08 12.20 50.8
USCGS
Z12 4660.31 874,18 16.72 26.98 1.08 13,08 51,9
42 4639,26 876.63 15,41 27,20 1.10 13.31 52.6
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S tat. Raw Free Air Lat. Terrain Reg. ResidualNo. Elev. Gravity & Boug. 
Corr.
Corr. Corr. Corr. Gravity
43 4625.02 878.07 14.42 27.27 1.12 13.50 52,844 4622.32 879.73 14.36 27.27 1,13 13.70 54.246 4800.93 870.35 25.46 27.59 1,17 14.12 55.347 4886.88 865.39 30.81 27.42 1.18 14.18 55.848 5009.08 858.33 38,40 27,20 1.20 14.23 56,549 5126.64 851,84 45.71 27.00 1.22 14.25 57.550 5243.98 845.93 53.00 26.78 1,23 14.30 59.151 5316.24 844.33 57.50 26.43 1.25 14.33 62.352 5353.96 844.65 59.84 26.28 1.27 14.50 65.053 5411.02 844.13 63.39 25.99 1.30 15.00 67.854 5456.33 843.89 66,20 25.77 1.33 15.30 70.455 5485.11 843.26 67.99 25.59 1.35 15.35 71.756 5508,79 844.11 69.46 25.42 1.37 15.50 74.058 5540.59 843.91 71.44 25.22 1.38 16.28 75.258A 5510.99 844.33 69.60 25.17 1.38 14.91 75.258B 5508.28 844.84 69.43 25.22 1.38 15.51 75.258C
USCGS
5507.72 845.35 69.40 25.25 1.38 15.65 75.2
4509 4520.69 916.82 8.04 35.46 .79 26.50 63.792 4588.91 909.23 12.28 35.59 .85 27.50 59,493 4613.26 906.70 13.80 35.59 .01 27.60 58.294 4614.46 907.76 13.91 35.79 .97 28.00 58.996 4643.26 904.51 15.66 35.69 1.03 28.10 57.4
97 4665.06 902.44 17.02 35.61 1.08 28.10 56,8
98 4681.67 901.36 18.05 35.61 1.14 28,40 56.5
99 4706.04 900.28 19.56 35.61 1.20 28.60 56.8
100 4738.18 899.32 21.56 35.61 1.26 28.70 57.8
101 4768.09 898.71 23.42 35.61 1.32 28.80 59,0102 4800.95 898.71 25.46 35.61 1.38 29.00 60.9
103 4834.45 899.08 27.55 35.59 1.44 29.40 63.1
104 4874.61 900.28 30.04 35.59 1.50 29.60 66.7
105 4904.10 903.02 31.88 35.59 1.56 29.70 71.2
106 4934,14 904,51 33.74 35.59 1.62 29.80 74.5
107 4978.85 902.32 36.52 35.46 1.68 29.90 75.2
110 4518.02 916.29 7.88 35.39 .79 26.30 63.3
111 4541.39 914.75 9.33 35.39 .82 26.20 63.3112 4562,22 912,19 10.62 35.29 .85 25,80 62,6
113 4606.90 908.73 13.40 35.29 .89 25.70 62.0
114 4648.08 905.10 15.96 35.29 .92 25.50 61.2
115 4687.86 902,06 18.44 35.29 .95 25,30 60.9
117 4718.38 900.28 20.33 35.29 .98 25.00 61.3
118 4779.69 893.55 35.10 1.00 24.60 59.0
119 4812.31 890.80 26.17 35.00 1.05 24.40 58.6
120 4824.32 890.37 26.92 35.02 1.08 24.30 59.4
121 4803.33 888.25 25.61 34.58 1.11 23.40 57.0
122 4845.20 885.27 28.22 34.45 1.14 23.10 57.1
123 4929.95 878.39 33.48 34.36 1,18 22.60 56.1
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Stat,
Elev.
Raw Free Air Lat, Terrain Reg, ResidualNo. Gravity & Boug, 
Corr,
Corr. Corr. Corr. Gravity
124 5041.24 832,86 40,40 5,60 1.38 1,56 67.5125 5047.00 832,29 40.76 5.45 1,43 1,48 67,4126 5044.55 831,93 40.61 5,36 1.48 1.42 67.3127 5062,07 830.03 41,69 5.21 1,51 1,33 66,7128 5073.51 828.51 42,41 5-04 1-55 1.25 66,2129 5086,87 826,71 43,24 4.84 1,59 1,15 65.6130 5096.85 826,16 43,86 4.64 1.63 1.02 66.0131 5119.12 824,70 45,24 4,42 1,68 1,91 66.3132 5127.36 823,90 45,75 4,22 1,72 ,80 66,4133 5135.55 823,52 46,26 4-12 1.76 ,70 66,7134 5149.94 823,16 47,16 3.85 1.80 ,50 67,8135 5152.75 823,16 47,33 3.65 1,84 .38 68,3136 5165.82 822,31 48.14 3.41 1.88 .23 68,7137 5205.93 821.18 50,64 3-38 1,93 ,07 70,3138 5253.59 823,12 53,60 3.45 1,97 0.00 75,2
139
Butte
5123.04 825,72 45,49 3,92 1.78 ,67 68,4
Azm. 5010.01 834.29 38,46 6,56 1.05 2.28 65,0
140 5003.71 834.76 38,07 6,76 1.04 2,48 64,6
141 4998.46 835,66 37,74 6,98 1,02 2.68 64.8
142 5001.06 836,09 37,90 7,13 1.01 2.80 65.1
143 5003.36 836,95 38,05 7,23 1.00 2.90 65.9
144 5005.59 837,26 38,18 7,28 ,98 2.96 66,2
145 5010.10 837,61 38,46 7.38 .97 3.30 66.6
146 5024.99 837.30 39,39 7,50 ,96 3.15 67.0148 5088.87 827,80 43,36 8,14 1.16 1,17 63-0
149 5085.57 828,80 43,16 8,07 1,17 1.14 63.9
152 5090.02 831,98 43,43 7,82 1,20 1,03 67,8
153 5095.12 832,10 43.75 7.75 1,21 1.00 68.3
154 5098.51 832,77 43.96 7,67 1,23 ,96 69,3
155 5102.37 832,76 44.20 7,60 1.24 .92 69,7
156 5104,21 832,38 44,32 7,53 1,26 ,90 69,5
158 5113.39 831.67 44.89 7.36 1,28 .85 69,6
161 5119.66 831,37 42,28 7.11 1,32 ,75 70,1
165 5127.49 831,80 45,76 6.71 1.38 .60 71,6
169 5140.79 831.71 46,59 6,39 1,42 ,48 72.8
170 5165.95 830.45 48,15 6,32 1,43 » 44 73,3
174 5111.93 832,50 44,80 7,03 1,32 .86 70,7
176 5099.46 833,75 44.02 7,21 1,27 1.00 70.8
177 5094.18 834,52 43,69 7,28 1,25 1,07 71,1
178 5O88.17 834.93 43,32 7-38 1,23 1.17 70,9
179 5082.62 835.27 42,97 7,50 1,21 1,25 70.7
180 5075.52 835.58 42,53 7,60 1.19 1,34 70.4
181 5069.65 835.73 42,17 7,68 1,17 1,40 70,0
182 5062.30 836,37 41,71 7,77 1,15 1,46 70.0
183 5055.82 836,03 41.31 7,82 1.13 1,50 69.1
184 5041.63 835.37 40,42 7.87 1,12 1,56 67,5
20
State Raw Free Air Lat. Terrain Reg. Re s idual
NOo EleVo Gravity & Boug. 
Corr.
Corr. Corr, Corr, Gravity
185 5034.46 834.16 39.98 7.95 1,09 1,60 65.7186 5031.37 832.84 39.79 8.00 1,07 1,65 64,0187 5028067 831,53 39.62 8.07 1,04 1,70 62,4188 5023.08 830.35 39.27 8.14 1,02 1.75 59.8
189 5021,14 829.56 39.15 8.19 1,00 1,81 59,8
191 5052,40 835.68 41.10 7.53 .94 3.21 67.0192 5096,45 834.92 43.83 7.72 ,93 3.40 69.6
193 5160,41 833.67 47.81 7.95 .92 3.67 70,8
194 5190,31 833.01 49.67 8.05 .91 3,80 71.7
195 5133.45 837.50 46,13 8.14 ,90 3,90 72,5196 5279.53 827,32 55.21 8,56 ,88 4,22 70,6 ?
197 4929.42 846.63 33.45 10,42 .75 4,04 66.4198 4975.62 845,69 36,32 10,34 ,76 4.15 68,3
199 5114.32 838,76 44.94 10,46 .77 4,32 69,7200 5159.62 837.27 47.76 10.64 ,78 4,47 70,7201 5186,16 837.45 49.55 10,54 ,79 4,57 72,7
202 5229.40 836.11 52,10 10,51 ,80 4.76 73,7
203 5266.22 834.73 54.39 10,66 ,81 4,92 74.4
204 5319.34 832.32 57.69 10,84 ,82 5,13 74,9
205 5379.05 829.39 61,40 11,01 ,83 5,37 75,2
206
USCGS
5352.45 830.96 59.75 11,06 ,83 5.31 75.2
S Base 4815.51 853.68 26,37 16,14 .96 6,97 57.9
02 4803.97 855,70 25.65 16,29 ,99 7,17 58,9
03 4792.04 858.04 24.91 16,63 1,01 7,62 59,7
04 4839.00 856.93 27,83 16,61 1,03 7,83 61,4
05 4827.44 857.04 27,11 16,73 1,03 7.88 60,6
06 4333.46 855.21 27.48 17,23 1,03 8,10 57,9
07 4819.10 855,43 26,59 17,57 1,03 8,27 57,2
08 4804.11 855.69 25,66 18,21 1,03 8,62 55,6
09 4791.87 856.40 24.90 18,56 1,04 8,81 55.0
010 4766.36 856.84 23,31 18,56 1,03 8,69 53.9
Oil 4758,46 856.30 22,82 18,56 1,02 8,56 53.0
012 
US COS
4758.01 855.54 22,80 18,56 1,02 8,38 52,4
z 313 4762.87 854.29 23,10 18,86 1,00 8,Zj4- 51,1
013 4798.82 856.15 25,33 18,88 1,05 9,05 54.6
014 4781.32 857.67 24,24 19,30 1,05 9,31 54,4
015 4796.92 857.38 25,21 19,62 1,05 9,55 54.5016 4775.25 861.77 23,87 20,41 1,05 10,01 56,3
017 4760.72 863.07 22,96 20,76 1,05 10,20 56,1
018 4721.97 866.20 20,56 21,40 1,06 10,48 55.9
019 4731.68 865.08 21,16 21,64 1,06 10,60 55,1
020 4742.12 864.51 21,81 21,92 1,07 10,81 54,7
021 4761,82 863.98 23,03 22,16 1,08 10,98 54.9
022 4809.59 862.16 26,00 22,41 1,08 11,15 55.7
023 4765.80 864.28 23,28 22,85 1,08 11.35 55.1
21
State Raw Free Air Lat, Terrain Reg, ResidualNoc EleVo Gravity & Boug. 
Corr,
Corr, Corr, Corr, Gravity
G24 4759.69 865.88 22,90 23,20 1,09 11,61 55.1G25 4751.03 866,82 22,36 23.57 1,12 11,81 54,9G26 4678,67 869.55 17,86 23.57 1,00 11.73 53.1G27 4934.22 841.80 33.75 18,71 .95 6,84 50,9G2Ô 4925.99 842.26 33.24 19.72 .95 7,33 49.5
G29 4924.11 843.01 33.12 19.84 .95 7,41 49.8G30 4924.17 843.82 33.12 20.09 .95 7.50 50,3
G31 4914.16 845.60 32,50 20,48 .95 7.60 51.0G32 4916,20 848,09 32,63 21,10 .95 7.96 52,6
G34
USGS
4931.13 853.23 33.56 22,26 .95 8,49 57.0
2WR 4924.66 854.06 33.15 22,38 .95 8,56 57.2
G36 4976,86 849.69 36,40 22,39 1,07 8,34 56,4
G37 5014.55 846,80 38,74 22.38 1,18 7.95 56,4
G3Ô 5037.02 845.35 40.14 22,38 1,24 7.81 56,4
G39 5062,06 844.04 41.70 22,38 1,29 7.65 57.0
G40 5086,04 843.14 43.19 22,38 1.35 7.50 57.7
G41
USGS
5111.87 841.99 44.79 22,38 1.38 7.35 58,4
4WR 5406.66 830,57 63.12 22,63 1.69 6,67 66.1
G43 5004.38 843.54 38,11 21,84 1.18 7.67 53.3
G44 5005.16 840,16 38,16 21,42 1,18 7.52 50,6
G45 5021.89 837.54 39.20 20,80 1,18 7.20 49.9
G46 5041.86 835.24 40,44 21,23 1,18 6,80 48,8
G47 4927.74 855.10 33.35 22,63 .95 8,70 58,1
G48 4925.59 856,76 33.31 23,64 .95 9.10 58,2
G49 4878,81 860.52 30,30 24.43 .90 9.56 57.7
G50 4708,68 865.91 19.73 24,01 1,06 11,41 51.3
G51
USGS
4762,82 862,47 20,86 23.15 1,02 10,50 50.7
IWR 4846,51 855.45 28,32 22,71 .98 9.90 52,1
G53 4896.43 856,59 31.40 22,93 .91 9.30 56,7
G54 4904.15 854.59 31.88 22,43 .91 9.03 55.9
G55 4762.00 854.20 23.04 19.82 1.04 8,88 49.6
G56 4812,20 850,46 26,16 19,82 1,06 8,73 49.1
G57 4827.03 849.38 27.09 19.82 1,06 8,58 49.1
G58 4873.62 846,67 29.98 19.82 1,08 8,41 49.5
G59 4889.96 846,70 31.00 19.82 1,10 8,14 50,8
G60 4872,45 848,57 29.91 19.82 1,11 7.94 51.8
G61 4972,23 839.34 36,11 19,82 1.13 7.08 49.7
G62 5012,54 836,66 38,62 19.82 1,17 6.90 49.7
G63 5080,22 833.29 42,82 19.74 1,17 6,67 50,9
G64 5040,28 834.52 40,34 19.57 1,18 6,65 49.8
g65 5032,83 835.44 39.88 19.23 1,18 6,50 50,8
g66 5002,30 834.41 37.98 18,24 1,18 6,05 49,3
G67 4989.16 834.94 37.16 17.94 1,20 5.91 49.5
G68 4978,43 835.29 36,50 17.57 1,25 5.75 49.7
22
State Raw Free Air Lat. Terrain Reg. ResidualNoo EleVo Gravity & Boug. 
Corr.
Corr. Corr. Corr. Gravity
G69 4871c53 834.81 36.07 17.28 1.30 5.61 49.3G70 49660 03 835.30 35.73 16.68 1.45 5.07 50.7G71 4966068 834.70 35.77 17.82 1.50 4.72 49.4G72 4933005 836.60 33.68 16.24 1.45 4.94 50.5G73 4970o74 834.68 36.02 16.31 1.60 4.58 51.4G74 4997019 835.53 37.66 16.26 1.70 4.32 54.3G75 5015.98 834.94 38.83 16.02 1.75 3.61 55.9G76 5072.93 831.99 42.37 14.41 1.80 3.10 58.6G77 5084.75 831.44 43.10 13.94 1.80 2.89 59.5G78 5013c70 828.79 38.69 8.22 .98 1.85 58.4
G79 5036087 830.60 40.13 8.24 1.04 1.62 61.9G80 5063.28 830.86 41.77 8.24 1.09 1.41 64.1G61 5088032 826.70 43.33 8.24 1.15 1.20 61.7G82 5104.06 824.38 44.31 8.46 1.25 1.20 60.3
G83 5132039 820.96 46.07 8.66 1.34 1.21 58.5
G84 5169.50 817.55 48.37 8.91 1.44 1.18 57.3
G85 5194.31 816.68 49.29 9.21 1.55 1.12 57.2GÔ6 513O0O9 818.20 45.92 9.58 1.30 1.80 54.1
G87 5181087 816.95 49.14 9.40 1.75 1.01 57.4
G88 5150.72 818.73 47.21 9.77 1.65 1.26 56.7
G89 5123.21 820.10 45.50 10.17 1.55 1.66 55.3
G90 5090.26 821.35 43.45 10.54 1.45 1.90 53.8
G91 5041.11 822.94 40.39 9.53 .95 2.20 52.6
G92 5037.20 821.78 40.15 10.19 .95 2.36 50.3
G93 5037.35 821.76 40.16 10.44 .67 2.42 49.7
G94 5019.47 822.34 39.05 10.19 .95 2.53 49.6
G95 4978.48 824.87 36.50 10.19 .88 2,90 49.2
G96 4964.14 826.82 35.61 9.97 .82 2.98 50.3
G97 4973.05 827.67 36.16 9.55 .81 2.80 52.3
G98 4974.40 828.29 36.25 9.18 .82 2.63 53.5
G99 4963.24 830.10 35.55 8.84 .82 2.56 55.1
GlOO
USCGS
4941.15 829.67 34.18 10.12 .77 3.27 51.2
F314 4923.67 841.57 33.09 9.50 .75 3.50 62.4
G102 5003.95 824.23 38.08 9.77 .88 2.58 50.8
G103
USCGS
4994.65 825.47 37.50 9.53 .88 2.59 51.7
H314 5041.47 833.48 40.40 5.53 1.41 1.80 68.3
G103A 5052.55 833.85 41.10 5.13 1.60 2.05 69.4
G104 5085.85 833.57 43.17 5.13 1.65 2.30 71.0
G105 5110.75 832.15 44.72 4.98 1.80 2.33 71.4
G106
USCGS
5142.15 828.54 46.67 5.58 1.80 1.53 69.9
5085 5096.44 830.17 43.83 5.23 1.70 1.13 69.3
G108 4862.28 857.13 29.28 15.92 1.03 7.58 63.9
G109 4882.85 856.81 30.56 15.42 1.03 7.37 65.6
GllO 4855.14 859.43 28.83 14.86 1.03 7.10 67.3
23
State Raw Free Air Lat. Terrain Reg. Residual
N O o EleVo Gravity & Boug. 
Corr.
Corr, Corr. Corr. Gravity
Gill
USCGS
4870»16 860.05 29.77 14.26 1.03 6.79 69.8
B314 4839066 850.64 27.87 15.10 .96 6.39 58.0G113 4857.67 844.21 28.99 14.86 .86 5.76 53.4G114 4880»99 839.85 30,44 14.73 .75 5.52 50.8G115 4932»55 835.53 33.64 13.99 .75 4.56 51.4G116 4968»67 832.00 35.89 13.35 .75 3.84 51.4G117 5007.14 829.59 38.28 13.10 ,80 3.50 52.1G119 5025.14 832.45 39.40 5.85 1.38 1.62 65.8G120 5014»21 833.08 38.72 6.05 1.31 1.51 65.6G121 5005.93 833.08 38.21 6.20 1.25 1.41 65.0G122 5010»26 831.04 38.48 6.74 1.18 1.37 62.6G123 5013.28 829.88 38,66 6.98 1.12 1.45 61.2G124 5010»34 829.56 38.48 7.72 1.05 1.58 60.0G125 5017.81 827.16 38.94 8.49 .97 1.92 56.7G126 5024.45 825.59 39.36 9.13 .96 2.11 54.7G127 5059.95 836.19 41.56 16.67 1.80 4.25 58.6G128 4831.88 848.16 27.39 16.68 1.00 6.70 53.2G129
USCGS
4807.23 853.26 25.86 16.71 ’ .96 7.00 56.4
A314 4783.64 854.04 24.39 17.74 .99 7.80 53.9G200 5004.80 822.73 38.14 10.66 .67 2.69 48.2G201 5003.15 823.25 38.03 10.07 .88 2.64 49.5G301 5204.91 828.99 50.57 11.40 1.93 .76 69.3G302 5205.49 829.13 50.61 11.48 1.93 .80 69.4G303 5201.52 829.56 50.36 11.58 1.94 .85 69.4
G304 5197.85 929.46 50.14 11.67 1.98 .90 69.0
G305 5189.82 829.99 49.64 11.82 2.01 .96 68.8G306 5192.86 829.97 49.83 12.29 Î2.26 1.03 68.7
G307 5209.98 828.10 50.89 11,11 2»00 .40 69.5G308 5216.43 827.38 51.29 10.93 2»04 .26 69.5G401 5169.52 829.16 48.38 11.87 2.08 1.26 66.5
G402 5143.46 828.07 46.76 11.80 1,91 1.50 63.4
G404 5110.24 827.54 44.69 11.45 lo55 1.68 60.9
G405 5094.49 827.45 43.71 11.25 1»37 1.87 59.4G406 5068.44 825,10 42.09 11.30 1.20 2,10 55.0
G407 5061.67 821,74 41.67 . 11.43 1.02 2.34 50.6
G408 5041.22 822.08 40.40 . 11.16 .84 2.52 49.6
G409 5018.24 822.96 38.97 11.60 2.73 48.7
G410 5000.09 823.42 37.84 11.16 .67 2.95 47.8
G412 4966.29 825,02 35.74 11.16 • 69 3.45 46.8
G413 4948.01 827.51 34.61 11.16 • 71 3.67 48.0
G414 4932.16 831.18 33.62 11.16 • 72 3.85 50.5
G415 4925.55 833.84 33.21 11.18 • 73 3.95 53.6
G416 4908.19 837.40 32.13 10.91 • 74 3.88 55.5
^All values arbitrarily reduced by 800 milligals.
^Underlines denote stations for which terrain corrections were actually calculated» All other values are interpolated»
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